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Abstract
This paper describes the lessons learned from an application of formal specification techniques in the development of a security-critical system within a UK company. The authors advocate the gradual introduction of formal methods, beginning
with an appreciation of existing development processes, and discuss the rôle played
by non-software professionals, executable specifications, formal proof, training and
tool support in this and future projects.
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Introduction
If formal methods are to be more than an academic toy, experts in the field must develop
a fruitful dialogue with commercial systems developers. We believe the best way to begin
this is to discuss formal methods with engineers on their own terms, and then build on
their experience. Professionals are generally open to techniques which will help them do
a better job, but such techniques cannot be introduced at the expense of existing good
practice. The approach we espouse is to begin by incorporating a limited amount of
formalism in an existing development process and go on to increase rigour where this is
felt by the engineers to be beneficial.
We begin this position paper by describing our most recent experience introducing
formal methods to part of British Aerospace. Using this as an example, we state some
of the lessons we feel should be learned about applying formal methods in an industrial
development process. Each section ends with a summary of the point we are making.

Experience at British Aerospace
Our experiment in developing a security-critical system using VDM-SL with CASE technology is documented elsewhere ([1], [2], [3], [4], [5]). British Aerospace (Systems &
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Equipment) Ltd. (BASE) have been developing a secure system component, a trusted
gateway, to meet high levels of assurance as part of their process improvement work. The
main techniques and tools used in the development are: requirements tracing managed
by RTM1 ; design representation using data flow diagrams supported by Teamwork2 ; informal pseudo-code and implementation in Visual C++. This is matched with a parallel
development of the trusted gateway by a separate team of engineers using the same techniques, plus some formal specification in VDM-SL [6] supported by the IFAD VDM-SL
Toolbox. This forms the basis of a comparative study of the costs and benefits of applying
simple formal techniques.
The systems and software engineers at BASE were taught VDM-SL and then given
freedom in choosing how to use it within their development process, with the proviso
that formal description of the system security policy was mandatory in order to meet the
required security evaluation level. In the event, the engineers decided to write formal definitions of the data types used in the Teamwork model, putting these in the data dictionary;
and to give formal specifications of the operations associated with some of the processes
in the model, putting these in the relevant Teamwork process specifications. A number of
other aspects of the system besides the security policy were described in VDM-SL.
This experiment is certainly no “clinical trial” of formal specification, and we would
agree with Fenton’s observation [7] that there is surprisingly little empirical evidence of
the benefits of new software engineering techniques, formal methods included. However,
we have made some measurement of costs and benefits in the BASE project, if only in
a coarse way, with the result that BASE will investigate the closer integration of formal
specification into system design activities. One approach under consideration is to make
formal definition of data types the norm for certain projects, with formal specification of
operations used only where it is felt to be cost-effective, usually in critical or complex
processes.
Although we refer mainly to the trusted gateway project, a number of other projects
also inform the view expressed here. These include the application of formal modelling
to the definition of monitoring and control systems in processing and storage plants (with
British Nuclear Fuels, BNFL) and development of techniques for specification of avionic
control systems (with British Aerospace Defence [8]). In most of these projects, we have
been working with engineers who are are new to formal methods. In fact, we have found
little of the industrial prejudice responded to in [9] and [10].

Software is specified by systems engineers
The Software 2000 [11] working party noted that software is increasingly being developed
for embedded applications3 . One consequence of this is that many formal specifications
will be written by systems engineers, who do not often have a traditional computing
background. This was the case in the BASE project, where a systems engineer led the
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initial design and specification phase, while a software engineer took charge of more
detailed program design.
Systems engineers in both BASE and BNFL have had little trouble understanding the
principles of formal specification, even if the technology’s roots in computer science are
unfamiliar to them. Indeed, we found that the BASE systems engineer had less trouble
reading and writing specifications at the appropriate level of abstraction than his software
colleague.
Point: Formal techniques will not be used only by software engineers. Skills of
abstraction are especially valuable, and may be found more readily outside the traditional
group of software specialists.

The development process is rarely negotiable
Many organisations have made substantial investments in their development processes,
often to achieve external certification to ISO9000 and related standards. In introducing
such organisations to formal techniques, we are not in a position to require radical changes
in development procedures in the short term. This has to be done gradually as part of a
process improvement plan.
In the BASE project, formal specification supplemented existing techniques. Its use in
early design phases added to project costs, since more material (better analysed requirements, formal process specifications etc.) was produced4 . Over the longer term, it will
be possible to identify and eliminate activities which have become redundant. For example, in the software design phase of the BASE development, the engineer using formal
techniques was writing both the traditional pseudo-code and VDM-SL specifications for
operations.
Because of the need to work within a predefined development process, formal specification must complement established techniques and tools. In BASE, rather than suggest
an integrated method based on a formal semantics to data flow diagrams (e.g. [12]), a
more ad hoc approach was taken: formal specifications were written as comments in the
data dictionary and process specifications of the Teamwork diagrams. It was a comparatively simple task to build an interface from Teamwork to the IFAD VDM-SL Toolbox
to facilitate parsing, type checking and testing of the specification. This linkage from the
CASE tools to the VDM support tools was essential in ensuring that formal methods could
fit in with existing mechanisms for tracing the links between designs and the database of
requirements clauses.
Point: Listening to our industrial colleagues made us realise that we cannot change
development processes to suit the introduction of formal methods: we should apply a
limited amount of formality as a supplement to existing practice, then gradually suggest
areas where existing practice can be changed.
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number of person-hours used for later software engineering work was lower or about the same in
both development streams.

Tools have a strong influence on specification style
The value of executability in specifications has been the subject of debate (e.g. [13],
[14]). The BASE project used a tool set which permits specification testing, so it was
not surprising that the systems engineer preferred to write executable specifications over
non-executable, and perhaps more abstract, versions. Moreover, an explicit specification
style was used rather than the pre-/post-condition style also available in VDM-SL. From
the point of view of the engineers, there were a number of good reasons for this approach:
• An executable specification working on the abstract types in an early stage of the
development process allows specific tests to be included in the system test plan.
These are certainly not comprehensive, but they do help the engineer record extreme
or exceptional cases for the benefit of later design work.
• An executable abstract specification eases validation against informal customer requirements. Test cases suggested by the customer can be quickly checked against
the specification.
The “V” life cycle model used at BASE emphasizes the production of test plans at each
stage in system development, with the customer acceptance test as the final arbiter of
successful delivery of a product. This has led one industrial colleague to question the
value of doing any proof-based refinement from an abstract specification, as long as the
customer regards the acceptance test as the measure of success.
This enthusiasm for explicit specification has a price:
• Validation of the abstract specification is limited to the test cases. The style of
presentation of an implicit specification may make it easier to see by inspection or
rigorous argument that critical properties of the system have been captured.
• Explicit specification early in the development process tends to bias later development activities towards expanding the “code” structure of the more abstract operation specifications. The software designs at BASE reflect this, with abstract specifications seen as higher level designs rather than descriptions of desired behaviour.
One way forward is to develop techniques for generating test cases from implicit (possibly non-executable) specifications (see [15], [16]). Such test cases can then form the
basis for validation of explicit versions. The implicit specifications could continue to be
the definitive ones handed on to later development phases, while developers can choose
to pass on explicit versions or not, as appropriate. A disadvantage is the need to keep two
versions of the specification in step during development.
Another important approach is direct symbolic execution of implicit operation specifications [17], although this can suffer from combinatorial explosion. Research is required
to make this a more tractable option for model-oriented specifications, perhaps exploiting
formula rewriting packages used in mathematical applications.
Point: Commercial systems developers have found the ability to execute specifications a great benefit. We would like to move towards support for less explicit specification

styles, and see the symbolic execution and automated generation of test cases as avenues
for useful future research.

Proof is not often a high priority
In the spirit of introducing formality gently, the BASE project did not attempt to apply
proof: formal or rigorous reasoning were not felt to be cost-effective given the project
goals.
In projects where a safety or security case is to be produced, proofs may add value to
the product. Work with BNFL suggests that some element of proof could be incorporated
into design reviews or inspections. If the proofs are conducted at a level of rigour appropriate to the importance of the conjecture and the available resources, this may prove
cost-effective in revealing subtle errors of specification consistency and fidelity to requirements. Rushby notes ([18], pg 96) that the separation of proof-related projects at
verification levels and proof-free projects at requirements modelling levels may be historical accident. We would welcome commercial application experiments measuring the
cost-effectiveness of applying proof at early stages.
Our overriding impression is, however, that commercial pressures work against application of proof where it is not mandated, especially given the shortage of relevant skills
among systems engineers.
Point: Our industrial collaborators indicate that testing of specifications is much more
cost-effective than proof at the present time. We would like to see rigorous proof introduced in the much longer term, but would first welcome more evidence about its cost and
value at early stages in the development process.

Timescales
Tradition has it that academic researchers and industrial users work on different timescales.
In industry there are always hard deadlines to be met, so there is rarely time to mull over
and redevelop a specification (or a program), as could be done in the academic world.
It is important to take product development time into account when considering how
formal techniques might be applied. In BASE, where the time to market averages one to
two years, and engineers are often working to close deadlines, a technique which saves
even a couple of days of redesign and error correction is a major improvement. In other
domains, such as aircraft, the time to market can be as much as twenty years. This makes
it harder to introduce formal techniques at the beginning of a new product’s development
process, with the result that one often has to deal with post-facto specification and reverse
engineering.
Point: In order to get formal methods applied industrially it is necessary to work with
their timescales instead of in an “ideal” academic world.

Training
So far we have given VDM courses to a number of of industrial organisations including
BASE (UK), ICL Enterprise Engineering (UK), VTT (SF), and CISI (F). Our experience has been that one week of training gives ordinary engineers enough proficiency to
use a formal technique for system specification. Most of these engineers had no knowledge about formal methods prior to the courses, and did not have a particularly strong
background in mathematics. The learning curve seems to be heavily influenced by the
availability of tool support enabling the students to get computer feedback on their work.
After such a one-week course, our experience is that the students, with assistance from
experts, are able to develop specifications for reasonably complex systems right away.
The ability to test specifications in some way seems to provide a motivating factor in this
learning phase.
Point: Tool support during training has a significant effect. As little as one week of
training seems to be sufficient to make ordinary engineers capable of producing formal
specifications.

Conclusions
This workshop is intended to assess the current state of formal methods in software engineering practice. As our starting point, we would say that it is now possible to apply
formal techniques directly in commercial contexts provided this is done gradually and
with full regard for current practice.
In this paper, we have listed the main lessons learned from one project. The most
important points which we will carry forward to future work are:
• that we should not assume a traditional computing background among engineers
who will specify software;
• that we should introduce formalism within existing development processes, and
suggest gradual, considered change;
• that support for specification validation and testing is vital, with a longer-term research towards support for greater abstraction, including test case generation and
symbolic execution;
• that professional-quality, not amateur academic, tool support makes a significant
difference to training and speed of application of formal methods;
• that we require more evidence on the costs and benefits of applying rigorous reasoning techniques at earlier development stages;
• an awareness of researchers’ and commercial developers’ differing timescales.

However essential we feel formal methods are, the industry continues to develop software which usually works, even in critical applications. Some good development practices have emerged which formal techniques should not supplant, but improve. Future
work should gather evidence of this improvement, determine the ways in which formality can be most effectively employed, communicate directly with professionals and not
become too diverted into arguments with detractors. For a commercial systems developer, taking up formal methods will be an investment. We should work to ensure that the
consequent product and process improvement is worth the price.
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